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Abstract. In simultaneous location and mapping of mobile robots, the traditional FastSLAM method 
has the problem of sampling particles degeneration and shortage and the problem of needing a large 
number of particles for positioning accuracy. To solve these problems, this paper studies a 
FastSLAM method based on gaussian particle swarm optimization(GPSO). The method uses the 
gaussian particle swarm optimization algorithm in the process of particle filter to update the 
sampling particles, and then increases the diversity of the sampling particle, relieves the poor 
sampling particle degradation problems. The other hand, the method makes the particles set 
distribution in the region of the true state of the high likelihood, and increases the convergence of 
particles as well as the accuracy of robot localization and map building, at the same time can reduce 
the particle filter for the required number of particles. The simulation result shows that the method 
is feasible and effective.  

Introduction 

The emergence and development of mobile robots has brought a lot of convenience to human 
beings in fields of production, life, etc. A totally autonomous mobile robots will be an emerging 
need in the future. However, to realize it, the key technology will be the simultaneous localization 
and mapping(SLAM) without any doubt.  SLAM was firstly proposed by Smith and Self in 1988, 
which refers to a mobile robot's special movement procedure, from an unknown place in a strange 
environment, during which the mobile robot can navigate itself through location estimation from its 
built sensor, based on which the incremental map was constructed, and the mobile robots' 
autonomous location and navigation has been realized.  

Probability model will be a basic method for the wide application of the SLAM technology.  
Types of algorithms as follows: algorithms in framework of Kalman Filter(KF): Unscented Kalman 
Filter (UKF) of reference[1], Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) of reference[2], Cubature Kalman Filter 
of reference[3]. Algorithms in framework of Particle Filter (PF): DP-SLAM of reference[4], 
FastSLAM of reference[5], etc.  Since the PF is free from Linear and Gaussian Hypothesis 
Constraints for System Models, etc., the SLAM method Based on PF is more widely applied than 
the SLAM method Based on UKF. Besides, FastSLAM is highly praised for its high efficiency and 
accuracy.  

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an excellent algorithm in swarm intelligence optimization 
algorithm, and it has excellent searching ability. In addition, it has many similarities with particle 
filter and is easy to be merged. And with the addition of gaussian factor optimization, the parameter 
setting of particle group can be reduced. Therefore, the combination of PSO algorithm based on 
Gaussian optimization and FastSLAM method can improve the problem of poor degeneracy of 
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particle filter sample particles, and then improve the positioning accuracy of mobile robot.  
SLAM System Model. Mobile robot SLAM system model can be shown in Figure 1[6].  

 
Fig. 1 Mobile robot SLAM system model  

Where xk is the state vector of the mobile robot’s position and state at k. mk is the state vector of 
the mobile robot’s position and state at k in the No.i landmark. uk is the controlled input vector from 
k-1 to k. zk is the observed vector calculated from the acquiring information from the mobile robot’s 
sensor at k. 

Thus, its equation of motion and observation equation can be represented by an abstract 
mathematical model:  
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where f represents state transfer function,  kw  represents noise, h  represents observation 
function, ,k jv  represents Observed Noise.  

The state space model of SLAM system based on probabilistic estimation can be represented by 
the following two formulas:  

0: 1 0: 1: 1( | , , ) ( | , )k k k k k k kp p− −=s s z u s s u                                                 (2) 

0: 1 0: 1 1:( | , , ) ( | )k k k k k kp p− − =z s z u z s                                                  (3) 

Formulas (2) represents the probability estimation of the current system state, where the SLAM 
system state is represented at k  by ks , which contains a posture of the mobile robot and landmark 
position information at k , that is { , }k k k=s x m ; Formulas (3) represents the observation 
information of the system. 
Analysis of the Conventional FastSLAM Algorithm. SLAM estimation is mainly based on 
Bayesian filtering theory, but as the number of landmarks increases, the dimension of landmarks 
state vectors becomes larger and larger, and the calculation becomes more and more complicated, 
which makes the SLAM problem difficult to solve.  The FastSLAM method proposed by 
Montemerlo et al. is based on particle filter[6]. The essence of this method is to decompose the state 
space into the independent estimation of robot trajectory and environmental landmarks by 
Rao-Blackwellised decomposition. Specifically, if the robot state x0:k and landmarks map mk are 
known, where x0:k represents the trajectory of the robot, the probability description of SLAM can be 
expressed as[7]: 

0: 0: 1:( , | , )k k k kp x m z u                                                            (4) 
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decomposed by Rao-Blackwellised: 
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0: 0: 1: 1( | , )k k kp −x z u  is the posterior probability distribution of the trajectory of the robot's moving 
path; 0: 1:( | , )k k kp m x z  is the posterior probability distribution of the map, thus the state probability 
distribution of the system is given. 

The conventional FastSLAM algorithm includes four steps[8]:  
(1): Sampling. Sampling is based on the proposed distribution q  and the next generation 

particle set 1{ }i N
k i=s  is generated by the particle set 1 1{ }i N

k i− =s , which N represents the number of 
particles. It is recommended to distribute the robot's motion model: 

1~ ( | , )k k kq p −s u s                                                              (6) 

(2)：Particle weight calculation; 

(3)：Resampling which is based on the weights of the particles, and selecting the particles with 

larger weights; 

(4)：Map updating, for each particle, the Kalman filter is used to update the environment 

landmarks position. 
The FastSLAM algorithm uses a large number of particles to represent the probability 

distribution of robots on trajectories of moving paths. The particles themselves have weights, and 
the weights represent the probabilities of the moving robots moving to the position.  With the 
sequential sampling, the difference between the weights of the particles will become larger and 
larger. Only a very small part of the particles with relatively high weights will be retained, and most 
of the particles will be washed out. Problems such as particle degeneration ensue.  Although the 
optimization of the importance function and resampling as well as other methods can ease the 
problem, it makes the particle diversity reduce and the problem of particle depletion ensues.  If the 
remaining particles are distributed in a lower likelihood region, that is to say deviation from the true 
position, the error gradually accumulates as the robot moves continuously, which eventually leads 
to instant positioning and composition failure[9]. The simpler solution to this problem is to increase 
the number of particles, but this inevitably complicates the calculation of the system.  
SLAM Model and Analysis Based on Standard Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm. 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was first proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995. Swarm 
Intelligence (PSO) is a kind of swarm intelligence algorithm which is inspired by the study of 
behavior of biological communities.  

The PSO algorithm is an algorithm that requires fewer parameters to be set and has excellent 
optimization effects for various functions. It treats all individuals as particles in a D-dimensional 
space and flies in a search space at an initial velocity and at a certain initial position. 

Particle velocity in each iteration update formula is given by: 

1
1 1 2 2( ) ( )k k k k

id id id id gd idc r c r+ = + − + −v v p z p z                                            (7) 
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1 1k k k
id id id

+ += +z z v                                                                (8) 

zi=(zi1..zid..ziD) is the D-dimensional vector of the i particle(i=1..n ), vi=(vi1..vid..viD) is the flying 
velocity of the particle i , pi=(pi1..pid..piD) is the optimal position searched for by the corresponding 
particle, pg=(pg1..pgd..pgD) is the optimal position searched by particle swarm, k  is the number of 
iteration, 1r and 2r are random numbers in [0,1] , 1c and 2c are learning factors. 

Standard PSO algorithm process: 
(1): Initialization. Parameter Initialization: The particle's initial position xi and initial velocity vi 

are generally randomly generated within a certain range. Each particle's pbesti is temporarily set to 
its current position and the current global best position is set to pbesti; 

(2): Evaluating all the particles. The current fitness of each particle is calculated according to the 
fitness function; 

(3) Compare the fitness value of each particle with the fitness value of the optimal position that it 
passes through, and replace the optimal value with the best optimal value. 

(4): Optimal solution updating; 
(5): Speed and position updating; 
(6): Determine end condition, output the result while the iteration is over. 
According to the analysis, there are some similarities between FastSLAM algorithm and PSO 

algorithm[10]. First of all, the PSO algorithm finds the global optimal solution by constantly 
updating the velocity and position of the particle, while the particle filter approximates to the high 
likelihood region of the real state by continuously updating the weight value of the particle and the 
position of the robot. Secondly, in the PSO algorithm, the optimal solution in the search space is 
determined by the fitness function of the particle, whereas in the particle filter, the actual state of the 
system is represented by particles with relatively large weights. Finally, the particles in both 
algorithms have their own motion mechanism. The former updates the current local optimal 
solution and the global optimal solution by constantly updating the individual particle velocity and 
position, and then passes the current local optimal solution and the global optimal solution updates 
the particles in the next iteration process. The latter starts by updating the initial state and 
generating new particles through the motion model, and then updating the particle weight by the 
measurement model, and then to estimate the new state.  

Above all, the idea of PSO algorithm can be integrated into particle filter to improve the 
performance of particle filter SLAM algorithm.  
Optimal FastSLAM Algorithm of Gaussian Particle Swarm Model. Particle Filter of Particle 
Swarm Optimization SLAM Method is:  With the excellent ability of global optimization of PSO, 
particles in particle filter can be approximated to the high likelihood region by the evolution idea of 
PSO, that is to say, it is possible to approach the most likely state of the robot. In this way, particle 
depletion and other problems can be improved in particle filter resampling process and the 
algorithm performance is optimized. 

Since the parameters such as the maximum speed in the standard PSO algorithm are difficult to 
determine, Gaussian can be added to the PSO algorithm, which is called Gaussian PSO[11] 
[12](GPSO). In this way, the particle velocity update is based on the Gaussian distribution, whose 
convergence is better than the standard PSO algorithm. Its velocity and position update are 
determined by the following formula:  

| rand | ( ) | Rand | ( )i i i
k pbest k gbest kn n= − + −v x x x x                                      (9) 

1
i i i
k k k+ = +x x v                                                                (10) 
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| rand |n and| Rand |n  are random numbers of positive Gaussian distribution, xpbest represents the 
local optimal solution, xgbest represents the global optimal solution.  

In this section, PSO algorithm is integrated into particle filter to optimize the sampling process. 
For this purpose, new measurement information is added during the sampling process and the 
fitness function is defined as:  

2
New Pred

1exp[ ( ) ]
2 k

fitness = − −z z
R

                                              (11)  

Predz can be predicted by the location and has been constructed map to determine, kR represents 
measurement noise variance, Newz  represents the latest measured value, Predz  represents the 
predicted measurement value. Predz  can be determined by the predicted location and constructed 
map to determine: 

Pred 1 1( , )i
k kg + −=z x m                                                           (12) 

GPSOFastSLAM algorithm steps:  
(1): predicting. According to the proposed distribution, the particle set of the current moment 

generate from the particle set of the previous moment.  
(2): GPSO optimization  
a) Set robot pose particle sets *

ks  as pbestx ; 

b)update the particle set to get the optimized particle set *~k ks s  according to formulas (9) and 
(10); 

c) Calculate the predicated value of landmarks and the fitness function fitness ; 
d) While fitness δ< , it will get the new landmarks measurement information Newz  then update 

the map and return to (2); 
e) While fitness δ≥ ,  consider particle set *

ks  as gbestx , then the PSO optimization ends. 

(3)：Importance weight calculation 

21
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Weight normalization: 
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(4)：Resampling. The original weighted sample 0: 1{ , }i i N
k k iw =x is mapped to the equal weight 

sample 1
0: 1{ , }i N

k iN −
=x . 

(5): Output:  
Status estimation:  

1

ˆ
N

i i
k k k

i
w

=

= ∑x x                                                             (15) 
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Variance estimation:  
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k k k k k k
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= − −∑P x x x x                                                   (16) 

Adding GPSO to the particle filter optimizes the particle set so that the particle set approximates 
the higher likelihood region of the real state before calculating the weight of the particle set, and the 
value of each particle is greatly increased, alleviating the problem of poor particle degradation and 
accelerating the convergence speed of particle sets.  
Results and Analysis of the Experiment. In order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the 
algorithm studied in this paper, this paper verifies the algorithm and compares with the conventional 
FastSLAM method. The experimental computer is configured as: CPU: Intel Core i3-2330 2.2 GHz, 
memory: 2.00 GB, operating system: Windows10 64-bit, simulation software: Matlab2016a.  

In the simulation environment, this paper uses FastSLAM2.0 algorithm and the GPSOFastSLAM 
algorithm studied in this paper to simulate the simulation environment and the results are shown in 
Figure 2. Here, the set number of particles is 100, in which the green solid line represents the robot's 
actual path trajectory, the blue polyline represents a pre-set path trajectory, and the green asterisk 
indicates a random set of environmental landmarks, which is in a total of 37, and the red points 
represent the constructional environmental landmarks.  

    
Fig 2a Conventional FastSLAM           Fig 2b GPSOFastSLAM 

Fig 2 Simulation effects of two methods  
Figure 3 is a comparison of two algorithms for environmental landmarks estimation error. The 

abscissa indicates the index of the landmarks. It can be seen that the mean error of the landmarks 
estimation of FastSLAM is larger than that of the GPSOFastSLAM method, indicating that the 
latter has higher precision.  

  
Figure 3 Landmarks estimation error comparison  
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Figure 4 and Figure 5 are comparison charts for the two algorithms path estimation of X-axis and 
Y-axis error, in which the error is based on the estimated path and the actual path. From the two 
maps, it can be seen that the error of FastSLAM method of path estimation is greater than the path 
estimation error of the GPSOFastSLAM method. By comparison, the GPSOFastSLAM method has 
higher accuracy than the conventional FastSLAM.  

     

Fig 4 X-axis direction error comparison    Fig 5 Y-axis direction error comparison 
In addition, when the number of sampling particles are 50, 100 and 200 respectively, the 

simulation error of the two algorithms is compared and the results are shown in FIG. 6 and Table 1. 
As can be seen from Figure 6 and Table 1, the GPSOFastSLAM method is more accurate than the 
conventional FastSLAM method for the same number of sampling particles. And the more the 
number of particles, the higher the accuracy of the algorithm. At the same time, with the same 
accuracy, the GPSOFastSLAM method can reduce the number of sampling particles compared with 
the conventional FastSLAM method, thus reducing the computational complexity of the algorithm.  

粒子数为 50 粒子数为 100 粒子数为 200

FastSLAM GPSOFastSLAM FastSLAM GPSOFastSLAM FastSLAM GPSOFastSLAM
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6
位置估计平均误差
位置估计均方差
路标估计平均误差
路标估计均方差

  
Fig 6 Error comparison of two methods in the different sampling particles 

Table 1 Error comparison of two methods in the different sampling particles 

Number 
of 

Particles 
Method 

Position 
Estimation 

Average Error 
/ m 

Mean Square 
Error of 
Location 

Estimation 

the Average 
Error of 

Landmarks 
Estimation / m 

Mean Square 
Error of 

Landmarks 
Estimation 

50 
FastSLAM 0.2534 0.0472 0.5567 0.0411 

GPSOFastSLAM 0.2473 0.0429 0.5229 0.0396 

100 
FastSLAM 0.2369 0.0425 0.4741 0.0398 

GPSOFastSLAM 0.2072 0.0376 0.3420 0.0335 

200 
FastSLAM 0.2158 0.0358 0.3598 0.0347 

GPSOFastSLAM 0.1702 0.0331 0.2795 0.0275 
Conclusion. This paper studies the Particle Swarm Optimization SLAM method based on Gaussian 
Particle Swarm Optimization to alleviate the problem of poor degradation of the sampled particles 
in the conventional FastSLAM method. This method introduces the latest measurement values into 
the sampling distribution, and uses Gaussian Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm to optimize the 
sampling process. Based on a Gaussian distribution, the sampling particle is updated in speed, 
which not only solves uncertain problems, such as parameters of the maximum speed of the PSO 
algorithm itself, but also achieves the effect of moving the sampling particles to a real high 
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likelihood region and increases the particle diversity, thereby alleviating the problem of poor 
particle degradation to a certain extent and reducing the number of particles required for particle 
filtering. At the same time, the accuracy of state estimation and the convergence speed of particle 
sets are also improved. Finally, the experimental simulation shows that the algorithm which is 
studied in this paper can obtain higher SLAM accuracy under the same number of particles than the 
conventional FastSLAM algorithm.  
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